




As we begin the 2014 season, I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of our fans, 
customers, sponsors, employees, race team and support riders (domestic and international) 
for their continued support, and I hope this support continues to grow, because it is what fuels 

us and makes what we do possible.
Rest assured, we will work hard to develop and produce the best products possible for our 

customers. Product development is a continual process, and we give our all to testing products 
with our in-house testing facility, race team, and support riders (who own all brands and sizes of 
motorcycles), and feel this is the best way to produce the most accurate real-time test results. We 
translate these test results into race-proven products for your bike, and will continue to do so in the 
years to come.

Proof is in the results. With 29 AMA Championships, and thousands of race wins earned by our 
race team, support teams, and loyal customers, why wouldn’t you choose Pro Circuit? Your loyalty 
is what keeps us going, and the feeling you get when using our products is the greatest reward any 
company could ask for.

We Race. We Win... And we couldn’t do it without you.

Sincerely,



Ti-6 PRO TITANIUM EXHAUST SYSTEM

CARBON FIBER END-CAP

REPLACEMENT DECALS

Ti-6 TITANIUM EXHAUST SYSTEM

RETAILS FROM $999.95

RETAILS FROM $99.95

RETAILS FROM $14.95

RETAILS FROM $999.95

Increase in performance over previous Ti-5 system
Ideal for series such as AMA Supercross/Motocross
Passes AMA/FIM sound regulations
Titanium construction throughout head pipe, mid pipe and canister
Carbon fiber end-cap construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber
Machined aluminum muffler bracket for strength and durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Machined mid pipe to head pipe joint for a better, leak free fit
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Replacement carbon fiber end-caps are available for the 
Ti-6 Pro and Ti-6 Titanium Exhaust Systems

Replacement decals are available for the Ti-6 line
including dual systems

Increase in performance over previous Ti-5 system
Ideal for closed course or off-road racing
Titanium construction throughout head pipe, mid pipe and canister
Carbon fiber end-cap construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber
Machined aluminum muffler bracket for strength and durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Machined mid pipe to head pipe joint for a better, leak free fit
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA
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The Ti-6 Pro Titanium Exhaust System is a full race system, 
and does not include a USFS approved spark arrestor. The 
Ti-6 Pro is intended for AMA/FIM closed course racing only.

Having trouble installing a new exhaust system? Contact 
Pro Circuit’s Service Department at 951.738.8050

4-STROKE EXHAUST

NEW

NEW



Ti-6 TITANIUM DUAL EXHAUST SYSTEM - CRF250R

Ti-6 TITANIUM DUAL EXHAUST SYSTEM - CRF450R

RETAILS FROM $1,259.00

RETAILS FROM $1,259.00

Increase in performance over previous Ti-5 system
Titanium head pipe, y-collector mid pipe, and canister
Carbon fiber end-cap construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber

Increase in performance over previous Ti-5 system
Titanium head pipe, y-collector mid pipe, and canister
Carbon fiber end-cap construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber

Machined aluminum muffler brackets for increased durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Machined mide pipe to head pipe joint for better, leak free fit
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor

Machined aluminum muffler brackets for increased durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Machined mide pipe to head pipe joint for better, leak free fit
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor

TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

5951.738.8050 www.procircuit.com

Ryan Villopoto - Monster Energy/Kawasaki 2014 Kawasaki KX450F

2014 Kawasaki KX450F

NEW

NEW
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4-STROKE EXHAUST

T-6 STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUST SYSTEM

REPLACEMENT DECAL

REPLACEMENT DECAL

T-6 STAINLESS STEEL SLIP-ON SILENCER

RETAILS FROM $779.95

RETAILS FROM $14.95

RETAILS FROM $14.95

RETAILS FROM $464.95

Increase in performance over previous T-5 system
More affordable alternative to titanium
Ideal for closed course or off-road racing
Stainless steel throughout head pipe, mide pipe, and end-cap
Aluminum canister construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber
Machined aluminum muffler bracket for strength and durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Machined mid pipe to head pipe joint for a better, leak free fit
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Replacement decals are available for the
T-6 Stainless Exhaust System

Replacement decals are available for the
T-6 Stainless Steel Slip-On Silencer

Increase in performance over previous T-5 silencer
Designed to work with OEM head pipe or Pro Circuit Stainless steel head pipes
Ideal for closed course or off-road racing
Stainless steel throughout mid pipe and end-cap
Aluminum canister construction
Machined aluminum muffler bracket for strength and durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

NEW

NEW
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Ti-5 TITANIUM EXHAUST SYSTEM - CARBON END-CAP

Ti-5 TITANIUM EXHAUST SYSTEM - TITANIUM END-CAP

T-5 STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUST SYSTEM

T-5 STAINLESS STEEL SLIP-ON SILENCER

RETAILS FROM $999.95

RETAILS FROM $999.95

RETAILS FROM $779.95

RETAILS FROM $464.95

Designed for optimum performance
Ideal for closed course racing
Titanium construction throughout head pipe, mid pipe and canister
Carbon fiber end-cap construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber
Machined aluminum muffler bracket for strength and durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Machined mid pipe to head pipe joint for a better, leak free fit
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Designed for optimum performance
Ideal for closed course racing
Titanium construction throughout head pipe, mid pipe and canister
Carbon fiber end-cap construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber
Machined aluminum muffler bracket for strength and durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Machined mid pipe to head pipe joint for a better, leak free fit
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Designed for optimum performance
More affordable alternative to titanium
Ideal for closed course or off-road racing
Stainless steel throughout head pipe, mid pipe and end-cap
Aluminum canister construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber
Machined aluminum muffler bracket for strength and durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Machined mid pipe to head pipe joint for a better, leak free fit
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor and racing insert included
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Designed for optimum performance
Designed to work with OEM head pipe or Pro Circuit stainless steel head pipes
Ideal for closed course or off-road racing
Stainless steel throughout mid pipe and end-cap
Aluminum canister construction
Machined aluminum muffler bracket for strength and durability
Asymmetrical muffler configuration for increased packing volume
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor and racing insert included
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA
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4-STROKE EXHAUST

Ti-4R TITANIUM EXHAUST SYSTEM T-4R STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUST SYSTEM

T-4 STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUST SYSTEM T-4S STAINLESS STEEL SLIP-ON SILENCER

STAINLESS STEEL HEAD PIPES

4-STROKE SILENCER PACKING KITS

RETAILS FROM $999.95 RETAILS FROM $779.95

RETAILS FROM $749.95 RETAILS FROM $374.95

RETAILS FROM $199.95

RETAILS FROM $23.95

Ideal for closed course racing
Titanium construction throughout head pipe, mid pipe, canister and end-cap
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber*
Strong mounting brackets for strength and durability
CNC machined exhaust flange on head pipe for a perfect fit
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Ideal for closed course racing
Stainless steel throughout head pipe, mid pipe and end-cap
Aluminum canister construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber*
Strong mounting brackets for strength and durability
CNC machined exhaust flange on head pipe for a perfect fit
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Ideal for closed course or off-road racing
Stainless steel throughout head pipe, mid pipe and end-cap
Aluminum canister construction
Equipped with RC-4 Resonance Chamber*
Strong mounting brackets for strength and durability
CNC machined exhaust flange on head pipe for a perfect fit
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor and racing insert included
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Incredible horsepower gains when compared to stock
Designed to work with OEM head pipe or Pro Circuit stainless steel head pipes
Stainless steel throughout mid pipe and end-cap
Aluminum canister construction
Strong mounting brackets for strength and durability
Removable USFS approved spark arrestor and racing insert included
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Designed to work with OEM or Pro Circuit slip-on exhaust
Ideal replacement for the stock units
Stainless steel construction

Keep your bike running quietly and at its very best
Pro Circuit recommends re-packing your exhaust every 10-15 hours, but it varies 
between riders

*Depending on the year of your bike, the RC-4 Resonance Chamber may not come with the system.
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ATV/UTV 4-STROKE EXHAUST

Ti-4 ATV SLIP-ON SILENCER

T-5 KFX50 ATV STAINLESS STEEL EXHAUST SYSTEM

T-5 POLARIS RZR XP 900 STAINLESS STEEL SYSTEM T-5 CAN-AM MAVERICK 1000 SLIP-ON SILENCERS

T-5 TERYX4 750 SLIP-ON SILENCERS

T-4 ATV SLIP-ON SILENCER
RETAILS FROM $474.95

RETAILS FROM $299.95

RETAILS FROM $898.95 RETAILS FROM $670.95

RETAILS FROM $670.95

RETAILS FROM $374.95

Removable spark arrestor
Constructed of titanium throughout silencer body
Slip-fit inlet for quick installation and reduced weight
Drilled titanium mounting brackets
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Removable USFS approved spark arrestor
Stainless steel head pipe and end-cap
Aluminum canister and strong muffler bracket
Asymmetrical muffler design for increased packing volume
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Removable USFS approved spark arrestor
Closed course off-road racing tips included
Pro Circuit custom heat shield
Stainless steel tubing and end-caps
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Removable USFS approved spark arrestor
Asymmetrical muffler design for increased packing volume
Aluminum canister construction
Stainless steel tubing and end-caps
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Removable USFS approved spark arrestor
Stainless steel tubing and end-cap
Aluminum canister construction
Asymmetrical muffler design for increased packing volume
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

Removable spark arrestor
Constructed of stainless steel/aluminum throughout silencer body
Slip-fit inlet for quick installation and reduced weight
Strong mounting brackets for strength and durability
TIG precision welding
Made in the USA

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW
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2-STROKE EXHAUST

WORKS PIPE

PLATINUM PIPE

PLATINUM 2 PIPE

RETAILS FROM $239.95

RETAILS FROM $239.95

RETAILS FROM $241.95

Offers unparalleled performance and power for every two-stroke application
Increased horsepower and torque gains will be noticed across the entire rpm range
Unplated, oiled metal finish gives your bike that ‘Works Look’
Stamped AKDQ high quality carbon steel construction
Hand welded and pounded seams
Reinforced mounting brackets and stingers
Machined exhaust flange offers a perfect, leak free fit
Made in the USA

Offers the same performance gains as the Works Pipe
Nickel plated finish reduces rider maintenance and helps protect against nature’s elements
Ideal choice for extreme weather condition riding
Stamped AKDQ high quality carbon steel construction
Hand welded and pounded seams
Reinforced mounting brackets and stingers
Machined exhaust flange offers a perfect, leak free fit
Made in the USA

Offers the same performance gains as the Works Pipe
Nickel plated finish reduces rider maintenance and helps protect against nature’s elements
Ideal choice for riding or racing off-road or extreme weather condition riding
Stamped AKDQ high quality carbon steel construction
Hand welded and pounded seams
Reinforced mounting brackets and stingers
Machined exhaust flange offers a perfect, leak free fit
Made in the USA



Taka Higashino - Monster Energy/Famous Stars and StrapsWorks Pipe - Embossed pipe tag assures quality product 

R-304 Silencer- Stainless end-cap designed for FIM approval

11951.738.8050 www.procircuit.com

R-304 SILENCER 304 SILENCER

TYPE 296 SPARK ARRESTOR SILENCER 2-STROKE SILENCER PACKING KITS

RETAILS FROM $119.95 RETAILS FROM $119.95

RETAILS FROM $159.95 RETAILS FROM $20.95

Our most popular ‘full race’ silencer
Aluminum and stainless steel construction
Lightweight and durable
Double walled mounting bracket for increased strength
The compact design offers optimum performance gains
Allen head screws ensure easy repacking when needed for extended product life
Designed for closed course racing only
Made in the USA

Longer body design helps to reduce noise output
6061 T6 brushed aluminum body for lightweight and durability
Double walled mounting brackets for increased strength
Recommended for any two-stroke application
Allen head screws ensure easy repacking when needed for extended product life
Fits Pro Circuit or most stock exhaust pipes*
Made in the USA

Equipped with a USFS approved spark arrestor
Allen head screws ensure easy repacking when needed for extended product life
Double walled mounting brackets for increased strength
Reduces noise output to about 96dB and improves performance
Made in the USA

Available in different sizes for all Pro Circuit two-stroke silencers
Includes all the hardware and packing needed to keep your bike running quietly 
and at its very best
Made in the USA

Having trouble installing a pipe or silencer? Contact 
Pro Circuit’s Service Department at 951.738.8050

*For more information on specific application, please call Pro Circuit.
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MINI 2-STROKE EXHAUST

Works Pipe shown on a 2014 Kawasaki KX85 R-304 Silencer shown on 2014 Kawasaki KX85

Works Pipe shown on Cobra CX65

KAWASAKI KX85/100 WORKS PIPE

COBRA CX65 WORKS PIPE

COBRA CX50 JR/SR WORKS PIPE

KAWASAKI KX85/100 PLATINUM PIPE (NOT SHOWN)

COBRA CX65 PLATINUM PIPE (NOT SHOWN)

COBRA CX50 JR/SR PLATINUM PIPE (NOT SHOWN)

KAWASAKI KX85/100 R-304 SILENCER

COBRA CX65 R-304 SILENCER

COBRA CX50 JR/SR R-304 SILENCER

RETAILS FROM $241.95

RETAILS FROM $241.95*

RETAILS FROM $241.95*

RETAILS FROM $241.95

RETAILS FROM $241.95*

RETAILS FROM $241.95*

RETAILS FROM $119.95

RETAILS FROM $119.95*

RETAILS FROM $119.95*

Pro Circuit offers mini two-stroke exhaust systems for 
all brands including: Cobra, Honda, Kawasaki, KTM, 
Suzuki and Yamaha models.

* Must run Cobra CX65 Works/Platinum Pipe with Cobra CX65 R-304 Silencer.

* Must run Cobra CX50 Works/Platinum Pipe with Cobra CX50 R-304 Silencer.

NEW

NEW

NEW
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ATV 2-STROKE EXHAUST

Platinum Pipe shown on Honda TRX250R model 304 Silencer shown on Honda TRX250R model

Platinum Pipe shown on YFZ350 Banshee

PLATINUM ATV PIPES

304 ATV SILENCERS

RETAILS FROM $229.95

BANSHEE PIPES RETAIL FROM $409.95

BANSHEE SILENCERS RETAIL FROM $229.95

RETAILS FROM $119.95

Offers unparalleled performance and power for almost any two-stroke ATV
Increase in horsepower and torque gains will quickly be noticed across rpm range
Nickel plated finish reduces rider maintenance
Made in the USA

Double walled mounting brackets for increased durability
Longer body design helps to reduce noise output
6061 T6 brushed aluminum body
Made in the USA

YFZ350 Banshee shown. Pipes 
and silencers sold separately.

More two-stroke ATV applications in stock! Visit our 
website or call us today for specific models.

TYPE 296 ATV SPARK ARRESTOR SILENCERS
RETAILS FROM $159.95

Equipped with a USFS approved spark arrestor
Allen head screws ensure easy repacking when needed for extended product life
Double walled mounting brackets for increased strength
Reduces noise output to about 96dB and improves performance
Made in the USA



ENGINE MODIFICATIONS
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Pro Circuit’s goal is to give you the very best in high-performance 

service without any loss of reliability

Dean Wilson - Monster Energy/Pro Circuit/Kawasaki

4-STROKE ENGINE MODIFICATIONS

2-STROKE ENGINE MODIFICATIONS

COPPER BERYLLIUM VALVE SEATS

REM ISOTROPIC FINISHING

HEAD MODIFICATIONS FROM $549.95

HEAD & CYLINDER MODIFICATIONS FROM $329.95

BORE & HONE CYLINDER FROM $89.95

BORE & REPLATE CYLINDER FROM

CARBURETOR SERVICE FROM $59.95

CARBURETOR SERVICE FROM  $39.95

IGNITION BOX ECU REMAP FROM $99.95

R & R POWER VALVE FROM

CRANKSHAFT REBUILD FROM $99.95

BORE & HONE STEEL CYLINDER FROM $89.95

$74.95

$349.95

(COST PER SEAT) RETAILS FROM $129.95

RETAILS FROM $299.95

Pro Circuit engine modifications increase power from bottom to top with no loss of reliability
Modifications are developed and tested using our flow bench and race shop dynos
Any four-stroke race bike or ATV engine will benefit from one of our engine modifications
Pro Circuit’s expertise in building the world’s most advanced engines is a direct result of working 
with some of the fastest and most talented racers. Riders like James Stewart, Ricky Carmichael, 
Ryan Villopoto, Chad Reed, Dean Wilson, Blake Baggett and Kevin Windham have been a great 
help in our engine development process

Listed above are a few services/modifications Pro Circuit offers for four-stroke engines. For more information, please 
visit our In-House Motor Modifications section on our website or give us a call.

Listed above are a few services/modifications Pro Circuit offers for two-stroke engines. For more information, please 
visit our In-House Motor Modifications section on our website or give us a call.

Pro Circuit engine modifications increase power from bottom to top with no loss of reliability
Modifications are developed and tested using our flow bench and race shop dynos
Any two-stroke race engine will benefit from one of our engine modifications
Pro Circuit’s expertise in building the world’s most advanced engines is a direct result of working 
with some of the fastest and most talented racers. Riders like James Stewart, Ricky Carmichael, 
Ryan Villopoto, Chad Reed, Dean Wilson, Blake Baggett and Kevin Windham have been a great 
help in our engine development process

Copper beryllium valve seats will not chip like the stock seats, and dissipate heat better which will 
increase the lifespan of your valves

REM Isotropic Finishing helps to reduce friction, increase the lifespan of your transmission parts, 
improve shifting, reduce noise, lessen vibration and lowers operating temperatures



Kawasaki KX100 supermini engine shown.

2-piece power valve and governor spring 

are sold separate.

MINI ENGINE MODIFICATIONS

15951.738.8050 www.procircuit.com

KTM 65 SX ADJUSTABLE POWER VALVE

KX85/100 POWER VALVE (2-PIECE) 2001-2013

KX85/100 GOVERNOR SPRING 2002-2013

CARBURETOR BORING

SHORT CARBURETOR MODIFICATION

SUPERMINI ENGINE BUILDING

RETAILS FROM $164.95

RETAILS FROM $229.95

RETAILS FROM $20.00

RETAILS FROM $124.95

RETAILS FROM $249.95

CR85 SUPERMINI FROM

KX85 SUPERMINI FROM

KX100 SUPERMINI FROM

RM85 SUPERMINI FROM

YZ85 SUPERMINI FROM

$1,995.95

$1,995.85

$1,499.95

$1,995.95

$1,995.95

Pro Circuit’s Adjustable Power Valve for the KTM 65 SX allows the tuner to adjust the horsepower curve. You can also use 
the pre-set setting that it comes with

The Pro Circuit Power Valve for the KX85/100 lowers the exhaust port height to where it should be, resulting in huge gains 
in the bottom end while maintaining peak horsepower. This power valve combined with the Governor Spring will provide a 
major improvement over the stock set up

The stock governor spring on the Kawasaki KX85/100 is too stiff causing the valve to open too late, which results in a dip 
in the horsepower curve. The Pro Circuit Governor Spring allows the valve to open at the right time, eliminating the dip in 
the horsepower curve and resulting in improved bottom end.

Having your carburetor bored will improve mid-to-top power and is available for the KX85/100 and CRF150R models only

Prices listed above are based on a 
new engine supplied to Pro Circuit for 
modifications. Cost may vary depending on 
condition of engine supplied by customer.

The short carburetor modification will increase throttle response, increase power from bottom-to-top with more over rev, 
and choke removal
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ENGINE PERFORMANCE PARTS & ACCESSORIES

CLUTCH SPRINGS

CAMSHAFTS

TITANIUM EXHAUST/INTAKE VALVES (PAIR) TRIGA iBOOST2

COATED WRIST PIN

HIGH-COMPRESSION PISTON KIT

VALVE SPRINGS & VALVE SPRING KITS

COATED BUCKETS (PAIR)

RETAILS FROM $54.95

RETAILS FROM $429.95

RETAILS FROM $357.95 RETAILS FROM $349.95

RETAILS FROM $109.95

W/O PIN RETAILS FROM $267.95   W/PIN RETAILS FROM $359.95

SPRINGS RETAILS FROM $164.95 SPRING KITS RETAILS FROM $264.95

RETAILS FROM $459.95

Pro Circuit Clutch Springs are a must have for any dirt bike, stock or modified. Due to 
the constant heat and torque abuse the clutch is subjected to, we designed our clutch 
springs to increase clutch life and reduce slipping

The Pro Circuit Camshaft helps to increase the performance of your dirt bike. Our 
camshafts are designed and manufactured in the USA, and is meticulously designed 
and tested with the assistance of our championship-winning race team

Pro Circuit’s Titanium Exhaust/Intake Valves are manufactured to our stringent 
specifications by Del West, the industry leader in F-1 racing valve technology. Every 
valve is sprayed with a thermal-nitride coating to increase performance, durability and 
reduce normal wear

TRIGA’s iBOOST2 is an off-the-shelf, easy-to-install throttle body enhancement kit that 
will give you more power and better throttle response. Can be installed in a stock bike 
without changing the fuel mapping or tuning

Designed to stand up to higher engine rpm and operating temperatures while also 
reducing friction and the chance of rod and wrist pin damage

Suzuki clutch springs shown

Kawasaki
Valve Spring Kit shown

Increasing the compression will cause an increase in both low-end torque and top-end 
power. Our High-Compression Piston Kit will work equally well in a stock or modified 
engine. Each kit contains piston, rings, wrist pin and circlips

Pro Circuit Valve Springs allow your engine to run at a higher rpm without loss of valve 
control. Complete kit includes keepers, spring retainers*

Coated Buckets are designed to last longer than stock, reduce cam lobe and bucket 
wear, and will prolong the life of your engine’s cam

*Depending on your bike, some Pro Circuit Valve Springs will also include seats
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STANDARD RADIATOR HOSE KIT

SCREEN ELIMINATOR KIT

GET MD-60-LOG GET C1 ENGINE HOUR METER

GET GP1-EVO ECU WITH GPA

RADIATOR HOSE “Y” KIT

TACH/HOUR METER

GET VT-1 CONFIGURATOR (FOR GP1-EVO)

RETAILS FROM $79.95

RETAILS FROM $39.95

RETAILS FROM $399.95 RETAILS FROM $49.95

RETAILS FROM $899.95

RETAILS FROM $199.95

RETAILS FROM $44.95

RETAILS FROM $369.95

Pro Circuit’s Standard Radiator Hose Kit replaces only the stock hoses. Made 
of premium-grade silicone throughout, the standard hose kit operates at higher 
temperatures and pressures than other rubber hoses

This replacement kit is designed for Kawasaki and Suzuki race bikes and allows the 
wire screen to be removed for optimum performance. Please call for specific available 
model applications

The MD-60-Log is a GPS lap timer with a built-in data logger. Logger shows live lap 
times and up to 4 split times

Fits to any bike in minutes without any wiring needed and detects the engine by 
identifying wave frequencies that flow through the surface it sits on

An engine control unit for four-stroke fuel-injected motorcycles. Easy-to-install and has 
pre-set maps that offer improved performance and better throttle response

The “Y” Radiator Hose Kit is designed to eliminate the plaastic “Y” elbows found in 
other radiator hoses that in extreme conditions can melt. The “Y” hose is designed to 
be lighter and withstand expanding

Pro Circuit’s Tach/Hour Meter keeps track of your engine’s service life and works on 
any type of engine. No batteries required

The VT-1 device connects directly to the GP1-EVO unit allowing easy communication 
between them. Rider have a choice between nine levels so you can adjust the power 
to suit your riding style or track conditions



WORKS SHOWA SUSPENSION
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SFF AIR WORKS SHOWA SUSPENSION

AXLE & SPACERS

TRIPLE CLAMP KIT

RETAILS FROM $8,675.00

RETAILS FROM $199.95

RETAILS FROM $699.95

Showa’s SFF (Separate Function Forks) Air Forks are designed to provide better front end traction, bump 
absorption, comfortable stroke, flex balance as well as a more stable and controlled ride
The right fork houses two air chambers, each having their own oil volume. The inside chamber (high 
pressure), and outside chamber (low pressure) can both be adjusted by changing the pressure and oil 
volume to achieve the type of performance you require. Using air as a spring results in a much calmer, 
more “connected to the ground” feel
Since the left fork has no spring; the cartridge, pistons and shims are a lot bigger, providing better front 
end traction, bump absorption and a much more comfortable stroke with less feedback
The forks still feature 49mm titanium-nitrate coated tubes that provide more durability and a smoother 
stroke
Larger CNC-machined billet axle lugs for increased durability and performance
Standard giant 18mm shock shaft
50mm hard-anodized Kashima coated body has less friction and reduced heat build up
The Works Showa Shock offers a more stable and controlled ride with slightly cooler temperatures

2012-2014 Kawasaki KX250F/450F required new 
front axle & spacers

SFF Air Works Showa Forks require the use 
of Pro Circuit Triple Clamps and are available 
for most models

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

2

1

7

6

5

3

4

Martin Davalos - Monster Energy/Pro Circuit/Kawasaki Used by Monster Energy/Pro Circuit/Kawasaki

Optional turquoise coatingRight fork houses two air chambers



SUSPENSION MOD STAGES
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STAGE 1 (SHOCK/FORK OIL CHANGE & SERVICE)

STAGE 2 (SHOCK/FORK REVALVE & SET-UP)

STAGE 3 (SHOCK/FORK REVALVE & SET-UP)

PC-01 & PC-02 SUSPENSION FLUIDS

STAGE 1 PACKAGE FROM $199.90*

STAGE 2 PACKAGE FROM $359.90*

STAGE 3 PACKAGE FROM $359.90*

RETAILS (EACH) FROM $19.95

Complete disassembly of your shock and forks for cleaning and inspection 
of all internal parts. Replacement of worn parts if required** and complete 
reassembly using PC-01 and PC-02 suspension fluids. New springs will be 
installed if needed and all clickers and race sage will be pre-set to your riding 
weight and our recommended settings

All of the stage 1 modifications plus complete revalving of your shock and forks for your riding and 
ability level. This custom tuning and set-up fine-tunes your bike’s handling and improves the overall 
performance of your suspension handling

All of the stage 1 and 2 modifications plus the option to install our works parts, like National Spring 
Tubes, Supercross Spring Seats, Works Bladder Caps, Works Shock Anodizing Kit and more. This 
modification is our top-of-the-line suspension set-up and will benefit riders of any ability level

*Prices above are labor only, parts not included
**Parts required may vary depending on condition of 
internal parts upon inspection

*Prices above are labor only, parts not included

*Prices above are labor only, parts not included

Having problems with your suspension setup? Contact 
Pro Circuit’s Suspension Department at 951.738.8050



*Labor Prices only, parts, springs and fluids not included.

85cc Modification & ServiceKTM 65SX Modification & Service

KX85/100 Works Suspension Available

CRF150R Works Showa  Suspension

MINI SUSPENSION MODS
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MINI WORKS SUSPENSION KITS

KTM 65 SX MODS & SERVICE YZ, KX, RM, KTM, MINI MOD & SERVICE CRF150R MODS & SERVICE

KX85/100 WORKS FORKS RETAILS FROM $2,995.00

FORK SERVICE & OIL CHANGE FORK SERVICE & OIL CHANGE FORK SERVICE & OIL CHANGE

SHOCK OIL CHANGE & SERVICE SHOCK OIL CHANGE & SERVICE SHOCK OIL CHANGE & SERVICE

FORK REVALVE & SETUP FORK REVALVE & SETUP FORK REVALVE & SETUP

SHOCK REVALVE & SETUP SHOCK REVALVE & SETUP SHOCK REVALVE & SETUP

BLADDER CAP KIT w/RESERVOIR BLADDER CAP KIT BLADDER CAP KIT

WORKS COATING KIT WORKS INTERNAL KIT (KX ONLY) ANODIZE KIT

WORKS EXTERNAL KIT (KX ONLY) SHOCK BODY HARD ANODIZING

WORKS COATING KIT w/FORK CAPS

$109.95* $109.95* $109.95*

$89.95* $89.95* $89.95*

$194.95* $194.95* $194.95*

$164.95* $164.95* $164.95*

$69.95* $58.95* $58.95*

$999.95* $1,454.95* $209.95*

$1,654.95* $89.95*

$999.95*

KX85/100 WORKS SHOCK RETAILS FROM $1,465.00

Designed for the rider that demands the most in both performance and 
apprearance of their suspension. Every detail has been refined to 
create the first 100% complete Mini Works Suspension Kit that doesn’t 
compromise anything. The forks and shock are hand assembled with Pro 
Circuit’s internal specifications and spring rates, tailored to meet your 
personal racing needs



SUSPENSION MOD PARTS
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Johnny Campbell Racing/Honda Team Justin Hill - Monster Energy/Pro Circuit/Kawasaki

PC-03 & PC-04 GREASE & LUBE

WORKS BLADDER CAP KIT

AIR FORK PUMP/DIGITAL GAUGE KIT

WORKS SHOCK PISTON KIT

SFF AIR FORK EXTENSION

RETAILS FROM $9.95

RETAILS FROM $74.95

RETAILS FROM $299.95

RETAILS FROM $89.95

RETAILS FROM $29.95

PC-03 Seal and O-ring Grease should be used on any seal or o-ring during assembly. 
PC-04 Assembly Lube is the ideal all purpose grease which provides three times 
greater film strength compared to conventional greases

Our Works Bladder Cap Kit will reduce shock fade by increasing nitrogen volume and 
includes bladder, cap and air valve. Color and shape may vary depending on type of 
bike. Available for most off-road models

Pro Circuit’s Air Fork Pump/Digital Gauge Kit is a must have for any rider using the new 
Pneumatic Spring Forks (PSF). The Air Fork Pump is an easy fit and provides accurate 
pressure, which is a crucial element in the setup as it has to stay within a very limited 
range. By pumping up (or releasing) the pressure inside the fork you directly affect 
the so called “spring rate”. Available for the 2013 CRF450R and 2013 KX450F models

Improves shock control, traction, bottoming resistance and eliminates the possibility of 
hydro-lock. Includes shock piston, band and o-ring

This extension is useful for when you have bigger bars, or your bars are pushed 
forward and you want the air pump to be away from cables and your number plate. Can 
be used with most normal air pumps or air gauges



SUSPENSION MOD PARTS
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NATIONAL SPRING TUBES

SUPERCROSS SPRING SEATS

WORKS ANODIZED SHOCK KIT FORK CAP ADJUSTERS

REPLACEMENT SHOCK & FORK SPRINGS

KTM SUSPENSION UPGRADES
RETAILS FROM $289.95

RETAILS FROM $119.95

RETAILS FROM $119.95 RETAILS FROM $19.95

SHOCK/FORK SPRINGS RETAILS FROM $129.95

SFF FORK SPRING RETAILS FROM $64.95

RETAILS FROM $89.95

National Spring Tubes all the oil in the forks to flow smoother and with more control. 
National Spring Tubes are available for most models of bikes

Designed specifically for Supercross and offers increased oil flow control to slow down 
the stroke of your forks. Supercross Spring Seats are available for most off-road bikes, 
color may vary depending on the type of bike you have

Pro Circuit fabricates these Works Shock Kits for most Showa, KYB and WP shocks. 
These kits are machined aluminum that are anodized for surface protection, durability 
and appearance. Blue and green anodized pieces also available

Fork Cap Adjusters allow you to easily adjust compression and pre-load without having 
to remove your handlebars. Simply lock on and turn clockwise 1/4 turn per click to 
make compression damping harder

Replacement shock and fork springs are available for most Showa, KYB and WP 
equipped models

Available for most KTM models are Pro Circuit’s reservoir, bladder, bladder cap, shock 
piston and National Spring Tubes to enhance performance

Blake Baggett - Monster Energy/Pro Circuit/Kawasaki Easily adjust compression and pre-load



*Some models are stock offset.

Triple Clamp Kit is also available for the Kawasaki Supermini

SUSPENSION ACCESSORIES
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STEERING STABILIZER MODS KX85/100 LINKAGE SYSTEM

PULL RODS FOR KAWASAKI MINI’S LINKAGE ARMS

TRIPLE CLAMP KIT

LABOR COST FROM $99.95 RETAILS FROM $399.95

KX65 PULL RODS RETAILS FROM $49.95

KX85/100 PULL RODS RETAILS FROM $104.95

RETAILS FROM $224.95

RETAILS FROM $549.95

Valving modifications for better stability in corners is available for MX, SX and X-model 
off-road valving

The KX85/100 Linkage System improves handling, stability and includes all of the 
required bearings and seals

We offer two different pull rods for the KX85/100, one that is designed to raise the 
chassis and the other to lower the chassis to accommodate riders of any age. KX65 
Pull Rods are designed to raise the chassis

Pro Circuit’s Linkage Arms are designed to stiffen up the initial linkage curve and lower 
the chassis, making the bike much more stable. This will also help eliminate the initial 
loose and wallowy feel. Turning and cornering capabilities are greatly improves as well

The Triple Clamp Kit features a clear anodized top and bottom clamp for a works look 
and creates a durable finish that helps retain the like-new luster. Benefits include 6061 
aluminum construction, 5mm offset for the bar mount to allow for handlebar adjustment 
in either one of two different bar mount positions*, bar mount is reversible for a total 
range of 30mm of articulation, available for 1 1/8” handlebars only, bottom clamp 
includes pre-assembled steering stem and bearing. Kit includes clear anodized top 
and bottom clamp, and a black bar mount

Paul Coates - Yamaha/Pro Circuit Triple Clamp Kit for Mini’s



GRAPHIC KITS
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MONSTER ENERGY/PRO CIRCUIT/KAWASAKI KIT

PRO CIRCUIT/HONDA KIT

PRO CIRCUIT/KAWASAKI KIT

RETAILS FROM $199.95

RETAILS FROM $169.95

RETAILS FROM $169.95

Manufactured by N-Style exclusively for Pro Circuit
Heavy-duty clear vinyl used for all sticker components
Self-adhesive backing for easy installation
Graphic kit includes: Front and rear fender decals, tank shroud decals, 
fork guard decals, swing arm decals, air box decals, seat cover and 
number plate backgrounds

Manufactured by N-Style exclusively for Pro Circuit
Heavy-duty clear vinyl used for all sticker components
Self-adhesive backing for easy installation
Graphic kit includes: Front and rear fender decals, tank shroud decals, 
fork guard decals, swing arm decals, air box decals, seat cover and 
number plate backgrounds

Manufactured by N-Style exclusively for Pro Circuit
Heavy-duty clear vinyl used for all sticker components
Self-adhesive backing for easy installation
Graphic kit includes: Front and rear fender decals, tank shroud decals, 
fork guard decals, swing arm decals, air box decals, seat cover and 
number plate backgrounds

NEW

NEW

NEW
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PRO CIRCUIT/KTM KIT

PRO CIRCUIT/SUZUKI KIT

PRO CIRCUIT/YAMAHA KIT

RETAILS FROM $169.95

RETAILS FROM $169.95

RETAILS FROM $169.95

Manufactured by N-Style exclusively for Pro Circuit
Heavy-duty clear vinyl used for all sticker components
Self-adhesive backing for easy installation
Graphic kit includes: Front and rear fender decals, tank shroud decals, 
fork guard decals, swing arm decals, air box decals, seat cover and 
number plate backgrounds

Manufactured by N-Style exclusively for Pro Circuit
Heavy-duty clear vinyl used for all sticker components
Self-adhesive backing for easy installation
Graphic kit includes: Front and rear fender decals, tank shroud decals, 
fork guard decals, swing arm decals, air box decals, seat cover and 
number plate backgrounds

Manufactured by N-Style exclusively for Pro Circuit
Heavy-duty clear vinyl used for all sticker components
Self-adhesive backing for easy installation
Graphic kit includes: Front and rear fender decals, tank shroud decals, 
fork guard decals, swing arm decals, air box decals, seat cover and 
number plate backgrounds

NEW

NEW

NEW



HARD PARTS & ACCESSORIES

QUICK ADJUST CLUTCH PERCH

ARC COMPOSITE CLUTCH AND BRAKE LEVERS

CABLE GUIDE

STANDARD & MINI CROSSBAR PADS

THROTTLE TUBES

BRAKE HOSE CLAMP

BANJO BOLTS

FATBAR CROSSBAR PAD

BRAKE & CLUTCH LEVERS

CLUTCH PERCH REBUILD KIT
RETAILS FROM $139.95

RETAILS FROM $69.95

RETAILS FROM $7.95

RETAILS FROM $19.95

RETAILS FROM $59.95

RETAILS FROM $44.95

RETAILS FROM $49.95

RETAILS FROM $19.95

RETAILS FROM $19.95

KIT RETAILS FROM $44.95       GRAY CLUTCH PERCH BOOT RETAILS FROM $9.95

Made of Billet aluminum and features on-the-fly adjuster. Four-stroke model shown, but 
two-stroke models are also available

ARC levers are adjustable for different hand sizes and are designed to flex during 
impact. The top choice for privateer and factory professionals

Pro Circuit’s Cable Guide is a 2-piece cable guide that mounts easy to your number plat 
and is made of hi-impact plastic

The Standard & Mini Crossbar Pads feature high-density foam and a black vinyl wrap 
with the Pro Circuit logo in a metallic silver

Pro Circuit Throttle Tubes are CNC machined out of aluminum and Teflon coated on 
the inside to reduce friction which gives you a smoother twist of the throttle. They are 
much stronger than the OEM plastic units, and are available for most two-stroke and 
4-stroke models

The Brake Hose Clamp firmly holds the brake line in place and even with its compact 
design, this clamp is more durable than stock and will not break like the OEM units do

Banjo Bolts can be fastened onto the front and rear brake master cylinders, as well as 
the front and rear brake calipers. Pre-drilled for safety wire. Sold in pairs

The Fatbar Crossbar Pad features high-density foam and a black vinyl wrap with the 
Pro Circuit logo in a metallic silver

Pro Circuit Brake & Clutch levers are made by Sunline and forged from 6061-T6 
aluminum for strength and durability. These levers are designed to fit the stock perches 
and exceed OEM specifications

The Clutch Perch Rebuild Kit includes everything you need for a fast and easy rebuild 
of your Quick Adjust Clutch Perch
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LAUNCH CONTROL DEVICE

REAR BRAKE CLEVIS

RAPTOR TITANIUM FOOTPEGS

CARBON FIBER CHAIN GUIDE

AXLE BLOCKS

TITANIUM FLOW-THRU FOOTPEGS

SHIFT LEVER

BRAKE SNAKE KIT

HOT START CONNECTOR

SPOKE WRENCH HANDLE & NIPPLE JAWS
RETAILS FROM $109.95

RETAILS FROM $54.95

RETAILS FROM $359.95

RETAILS FROM $299.95

RETAILS FROM $59.95

RETAILS FROM $239.95

RETAILS FROM $99.95

RETAILS FROM $16.95

RETAILS FROM $29.95

HANDLE RETAILS FROM $16.95       NIPPLE JAWS (EACH) RETAILS FROM $12.95

Designed to enhance traction during starts and prevent wheelies. Availabe for most 
Honda, Kawasaki, KTM, Suzuki and Yamaha models

Constructed of billet aluminum and is designed to eliminate the free play on the stock 
brake pedal setup

Pro Circuit is an authorized Raptor Titanium Footpeg distributor. These footpegs create 
the perfect grip to help enhance your racing performance

Includes a carbon fiber bracket and block insert. The bracket extends farther towards 
the rear wheel providing a precise feed of the chain to the rear sprocket

Lightweight billet aluminum and allows precise wheel alignment. Honda models are 
anodized red, while all others are works brown

Designed to reduce mud from packing in the footpegs, giving you better foot traction and 
control. Extra-wide platform and deep footpeg teeth provide added stability

This shift lever will not fold back and become packed with dirt. Used by the Monster 
Energy/Pro Circuit/Kawasaki team and is available for most Honda and Kawasaki models

The Brake Snake Kit is easy to install and cheap when compared to the price of a new 
brake pedal. Includes all the hardware and 10mm and 8mm tabs

CNC machined, aluminum fitment eliminates the danger of stripping this important 
carburetor part. Available for all Keihin FCR carburetors

5.1, 5.7, 6.0, 6.1, 6.3, 6.4, 6.6, 6.7 and 6.9 size nipple jaws are available

27951.738.8050 www.procircuit.com



CLUTCH COVERS

WATER PUMP KIT

THROTTLE POSITION SENSOR GUARD

HEAT SHIELDS

THERMOSTRIPS

FUEL TANK BREATHER HOSE

ENGINE PLUG KITS FUEL MIXTURE SCREW

BILLET IGNITION COVER
RETAILS FROM $149.95

RETAILS FROM $189.95

RETAILS FROM $86.95

SILVER REFLECTIVE FILM RETAILS FROM $49.95

GOLD REFLECTIVE FILM RETAILS FROM $68.95

RETAILS FROM $19.95

RETAILS FROM $9.95

RETAILS FROM $69.95 RETAILS FROM $29.95

RETAILS FROM $359.95

Clutch covers are CNC machined from T-6 billet aircraft-grade aluminum to improve 
durability and heat dissipation, which improves performance.

The Water Pump Kit is designed to increase the performance of your cooling system. 
The water pump impeller has been designed to increase the pumping capacity and 
pressure head to reduce cavitation and increase cooling system performance

Designed to protect the stock Throttle Position Sensor from harmful roost and debris; 
damage to the T.P.S. sensor will render your bike unable to start. This guard is available 
for Kawasaki KX250F 2011-2012 models only

Dirt bike engines produce a lot of heat and the gasoline in the tank can lose its 
combustibility because of it. Pro Circuit’s Heat Shields self adhere to the bottom of 
your bikes gas tank to reduce operating temperatures for better performance. Available 
in silver or gold reflective film sheets

Monitor the running temperature of your engine, shock or radiators. The Thermostrips 
will change color as the item it’s placed on increases in temperature with a measurable 
heat reange from 149 to 248 degrees. Three self-adhesive strips per package

Constructed from silicone and includes a printed Pro Circuit logo. This Fuel Tank 
Breather Hose replaces the stock version that is attached to the gas cap

Each piece is CNC machined from aircraft-grade aluminum, anodized red and hand 
polished. Some kits may come with less, or more pieces than shown

The Fuel Mixture Screw is designed to make quick and easy adjustments. The knob is 
easy to grab and adjust even with your gloves on. Includes o-ring

Our CNC machined, hard anodized, Billet Ignition Cover increases strength, rigidity 
and improves wear resistance. Available for the KX250R 2011-2013 only

HARD PARTS & ACCESSORIES
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WORKS MINI BIKE STAND & SIDE PANELS WORKS STANDARD BIKE STAND & SIDE PANELS

4-STROKE EXHAUST PACKING KIT2-STROKE SILENCER PACKING KIT

MINI BIKE STAND RETAILS FROM $74.95 STANDARD BIKE STAND RETAILS FROM $79.95

SIDE PANELS RETAILS FROM $24.95 SIDE PANELS RETAILS FROM $24.95

RETAILS FROM $23.95RETAILS FROM $20.95

The Works Mini Bike Stand features a non-slip rubber top and are built from extruded 
aluminum for durability and lightweight. Side panel kits are also available and are easy-
to-install and feature a high strength 3M decal for rider/mechanic names

The Works Standard Bike Stand has been a factory favorite for many years. The stand 
features a non-slip rubber top and are built from extruded aluminum for durability and 
lightweight. Side panel kits are easy-to-install and feature a high strength 3M decal

Available in different sizes for all Pro Circuit four-stroke exhaust silencers. Includes all 
of the hardware and packing needed to keep your bike running its best

Available in different sizes for all Pro Circuit two-stroke silencers. Includes all of the 
hardware and packing needed to keep your bike running quietly and its very best

SWIVEL PIPE SPRINGS (PAIR) PIPE SPRING PULLER
RETAILS FROM $9.95 RETAILS FROM $9.95

The Swivel Pipe Springs are made to secure the head pipe and slip-on silencer (four-
stroke models only)

The Pipe Spring Puller is used for easy removal and installation of Swivel Pipe Springs

29951.738.8050 www.procircuit.com

Darryn Durham - Monster Energy/Pro Circuit/KawasakiEngine Plug Kits are a must have to attain that ‘works look’

Thermostrips give you accurate readings every time you ride

Side Panels sold separately Side Panels sold separately



GIFT ITEMS & ACCESSORIES
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RACE TEAM APRON

MOUSE PAD

COFFEE MUGS

LICENSE PLATE FRAMES

LANYARD

RACE CHAIR RACE UMBRELLA

TEAM PRO CIRCUIT MECHANIX WEAR GLOVES (LIMITED EDN.)
RETAILS FROM $29.95

RETAILS FROM $4.95

CERAMIC MUG RETAILS FROM $7.95   STAINLESS MUG RETAILS FROM $12.95

CHROME (EACH) RETAILS FROM $14.95     BLACK (EACH) RETAILS FROM $9.95

RETAILS FROM $4.95

RETAILS FROM $64.95 RETAILS FROM $32.95

RETAILS FROM $24.95

Manufactured exclusively through Machanix Wear, the Race Team Apron allows for 
quick access to tools and parts placed in various pockets. This apron is water resistant 
and machine washable

Stylize your office desk with the Pro Circuit Mouse Pad. Comes complete with the #1, 
We Race graphics, so you will be able to roost on the internet

Pro Circuit Coffee Mugs are perfect for those early mornings at the track. Complete 
with Pro Circuit logos

Ceramic Mug Stainless Mug

Give your car or truck a little bit of style with these black or chrome license plate 
frames. Complete with Pro Circuit logos. Not sold in pairs

Ideal for keeping your keys, school or gym pass near you at all times. Includes an easy-
open metal hook and sublimated Pro Circuit logos front and back

This folding aluminum Race Chair features padded armrests with polyester seat and 
backrest along with printed Pro Circuit logos on front and back. Perfect for lounging at 
the track after a hard moto

The Race Umbrella features a manual open and close system, nylon shell with Pro 
Circuit and We Race logos, durable black frame and plastic handle; a perfect way to 
shield yourself from the rain or to grab some shade during those hot days at the track

The Original Glove by Mechanix Wear takes on a new look inspired by the Monster 
Energy/Pro Circuit/Kawasaki team, and is perfect for any mechanic
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DELUXE LOGO SHEET

ORIGINAL LOGO SHEET

MONSTER ENERGY/PRO CIRCUIT BAG COLLECTION

ORIGINAL LOGO VAN DECAL

PIT RUG BANNERS

FRONT FENDER DECALS (PAIR)
RETAILS FROM $14.95

RETAILS FROM $12.95

RANGER BACK PACK RETAILS FROM $74.95

BRIGADE BACK PACK RETAILS FROM $131.95

COMMANDER RETAILS FROM $194.95

TRAVELER RETAILS FROM $299.95

RETAILS FROM $9.95

RETAILS FROM $189.95 ORIGINAL LOGO BANNER RETAILS FROM $24.95

#1 PLATE RACE BANNER RETAILS FROM $21.95

RETAILS FROM $8.95

This Deluxe Logo Sheet is 13” x 19.5” and includes 23 die-cut stickers

The Original Logo Sheet is 13.25” x 10.25” and contains 16 die-cut stickers

Traveling or need a new bag to put all of your riding gear in? The 
Monster Energy/Pro Circuit Bag Collection has just what you need 
and is a unique line of gear bags and back packs that will be sure 
to turn some heads

Perfect for any van or truck back window. Decal size is 36” x 9”

Pro Circuit’s Pit Rug is designed to give your pit setup the “factory look” while protecting 
the ground and the environment at the same time. Absorbs water and oils, fire resistant 
and is washable so it is easy to maintain and keep clean Pro Circuit Vinyl Banners are a great addition to any garage or race track

90” X 23”

90” X 23”

Front Fender Decals are sold in pairs and are available from mini to standard size bikes

NEW

Ranger Brigade Commander Traveler
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16 17

20 21 22

25

27 28

1. WORKS ONE BAR TEE $21.95

2. WORKS ONE SLOPE TEE

11. ROCK STEADY TEE

21. OCTANE SNAPBACK

26. INTERNATIONAL HAT

$21.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

3. LOBO TEE

12. MOON WALKER TEE

$21.95

$24.95

4. MOUNTAIN TEE

13. WHIPPER TEE

5. OUTFITTERS TEE

14. ZIBRA TEE

23. WORKS ONE SNAPBACK

28. PC MONSTER HAT

6. INTERNATIONAL TEE

15. MONSTER POLO SHIRT

24. STACKED HAT

22. OUTFITTERS NEW ERA SNAPBACK

7. SIMPLE ONE TEE

16. WORKS ONE TRIPLE THREAT ZIP-UP HOODY

8. ORIGINAL LOGO TEE

17. MOUNTAIN ZIP-UP HOODY

25. ZERO HAT

27. STRAIGHT HAT

9. DIRT CHAMP TEE

19. WOOD CAMO SNAPBACK

10. QUAKE TEE

20. ACCELERATOR SNAPBACK

18. DESERT CAMO SNAPBACK

$21.95

$24.95

$21.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

$49.95

$24.95

$29.95

$21.95

$49.95

$21.95

$49.95

$22.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW

Available in red or yellow

Available in black or white

Available in black, gray, red or white

Available in blue, green, orange, red or yellow 

NEW

NEW

NEW
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Back View

Back View

RACE TEAM APPAREL
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1 2

1. TEAM FULL LOGO TEE 3. TEAM FULL LOGO ZIP-UP HOODY$34.95 $59.95

2. TEAM TEE 4. TEAM HOODY$24.95 $49.95

3 4
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5 6 7

8 9

5. TEAM LONG SLEEVE TEE 9. TEAM THERMAL$29.95 $29.95

6. TEAM WOMEN TEE

7. TEAM WOMEN TANK

8. TEAM CREW NECK

10. TEAM BEANIE

11. TEAM HAT

12. TEAM PODIUM HAT

$21.95

$19.95

$49.95

$21.95

$29.95

$39.95

10 11 12
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BLAKE BAGGETT

DEAN WILSON

MARTIN DAVALOS

JUSTIN HILL

DARRYN DURHAM

ADAM CIANCIARULO

Rider Autograph:

Rider Autograph:

Rider Autograph:

Rider Autograph:

Rider Autograph:

Rider Autograph:

procircuitracingFOLLOW THE TEAM: @pcraceteam @pcraceteam
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RACE TEAM SPONSOR PRODUCT



TERMS & CONDITIONS

BUSINESS HOURS:

PRICES:

CONTENTS:

BACK ORDERS:

SHIPPING:

RETURNS:

LIABILITY:

Pro Circuit Products, Inc. is open from 9:00am to 6:00pm (PST) Monday through Friday. The service and suspension departments are open from 9:00am to 6:00pm (PST) Monday through 
Friday. The showroom is open to the public from 9:00am to 6:00pm (PST) Monday through Friday. Pro Circuit Products, Inc. is closed on weekends and all major shipping holidays.

All prices are subject to change without prior oral or written notice. All orders are invoiced at prices in effect at the time of the shipment.

Pro Circuit Products, Inc. believes the contents and specifications of its catalog, website, ads and promotions are correct. We assume no liability for any errors in listings, specifications, 
part numbers, prices or model applications. We reserve the right to change specifications, product descriptions, product quality, pricing and application at any time without prior oral or 
written notice.

Pro Circuit Products, Inc. will always try to avoid back orders. However if a back order situation does occur, Pro Circuit Products, Inc. will take your order and ship your product as soon 
as it is available.

All orders are shipped via FedEx, UPS or US Postal Service (military addresses only). The standard shipping method is FedEx ground service. FedEx Express (3-day), air (2-day), 
overnight (1-day) and UPS services are also available at additional costs, and only when requested and approved by Pro Circuit Products, Inc. Pro Circuit Products, Inc. does not offer 
COD delivery for retail customers. If you require your order to be shipped via US Postal Service (military addresses only), there will be additional handling fees due to costs incurred by 
Pro Circuit Products, Inc. in delivering packages to the post office.

No returns will be accepted on unused products after 30 days of purchase date. Returns for warranty consideration must be approved by Pro Circuit Products, Inc. Prior to ANY return 
shipment, call Pro Circuit Products, Inc. for a return authorization number (RA#). New product must be in original packaging and in condition fit to sell as new. A copy of your original sales 
receipt must be included with the product being returned. Authorized returns are subject to a restocking fee of up to 20% of the original purchase price. All sales are final on discontinued 
and close out items.

All products manufactured and/or distributed by Pro Circuit Products, Inc. are offered and designed for use with standard machines. Pro Circuit Products, Inc. makes no claims as to 
the products effectiveness on modified machines. Pro Circuit Products, Inc. is the sole determiner of abuse, misuse, installation errors and modifications. We assume no liability for any 
errors in listings, specifications, part numbers, prices or model applications. Pro Circuit Products, Inc. reserves the right to change specifications, product descriptions, product quality, 
pricing and model applications at any time without prior oral or written notice and without further obligation. 

Adding new components to your motorcycle (especially to the engine, suspension or braking system) may radically alter the acceleration, deceleration, handling and braking characteristics 
of your motorcycle.  Ensure that all parts are installed and properly torqued per the instructions supplied with the part or to the motorcycle manufacturer’s original specifications. Test 
the motorcycle with the new part(s) on level ground, at low speed, without any other vehicles or obstacles nearby, to ensure that it is working properly. Periodically recheck, adjust or 
replace the parts as may be necessary depending upon the terrain, use, mileage and rider input. Consult the instructions supplied with the part, or the motorcycle manufacturer’s original 
specifications for further details. The failure to properly install, maintain, or familiarize yourself with the new part’s use, and proper operation, may result in damage to the motorcycle, 
and/or a loss of control, resulting in serious injury or death. Buyers assume all risk for any and all damage caused to themselves, a third party and/or property by virtue of failure of these 
products. By installing and/or using a Pro Circuit Products, Inc. product, you hereby accept and understand these stated terms and conditions.   

Pro Circuit offers a full retail store on siteChampionship bikes on display in showroom

Apparel and accessories available on site

39951.738.8050 www.procircuit.com



2771 WARDLOW RD. CORONA, CA 92882

PRO CIRCUIT DISTRIBUTION:

TEL: 951.738.8050

FAX: 951.738.8065

www.procircuit.com

Pro Circuit Products are distributed world-wide. For a complete 
distributor list and locations please visit our website

procircuitintlFOLLOW US: @procircuit78 @procircuit78 procircuitinc


